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Evolution of the approach to publishing
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Structure of a scientific article

The classic structure of a scientific text is the IMRAD structure,

named after the first letters of the parts of the article :

- Introduction,

- Materials and methods,

- Results,

- Discussion.
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Structure of a scientific article

Part of a scientific article Part of the article

How to name the article? What is it about? Title

What have I done and achieved in the article? Abstract

What essential words describe the article? Keywords

Why is the undertaken research problem 
important?

Introduction

Who has dealt with this before? Literature review

What materials and methods were used in the 
article ?

Materials and methods

What is the result of the conducted research? The results

What are the results of the obtained results? Discussion

Who helped me and funded the research? Acknowledgments

Who am I referring to? Whom am I quoting? Bibliography
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The shortest scientific article

https://marktomforde.com/academic/miscellaneous/images/ShortestPaper.pdf

Over 100 citations
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Title

The title of the article should:

• summarize the research idea,

• provide the content of the article,

• contain exactly enough words to adequately describe the

content and purpose of the article,

• encourage you to read the article,

• disciplines should be encouraged to read the article.
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Title

Basic tips :

• should contain up to 12 words (or up to 60 characters),

• should contain as much information as possible,

• should be specific,

• n't be a question

• should be clear and understandable.

The title should not be a question as the likely answer will be

"NO" (Betteridge 's law)
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Title

Basic tips :

• should contain as many keywords as possible,

• place the subject of the article at the beginning of the title

("WHAT: HOW " method),

• simple conclusions should be included in the title ,

• avoid wording which adds nothing to the title (e. g.

Investigation into , Studies on, Observation of),

• avoid abbreviations (eg RC, ANN).
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Title

Example:

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893
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Abstract

The abstract should contain the maximum amount of information

in the fewest number of words (often 100-300 words). The

abstract should answer the following questions:

• why did we write the article?

• how did we conduct the research and analysis?

• what have we been researching?

• how did we come to conclusions ?
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Abstract

Three rules for a good abstract:

• abstract should not repeat the information contained in it

in the title (and certainly not with the same words),

• it is enough to read the abstract to know what the article is

about - it must be independent, to some extent "self-

sufficient",

• should not be referenced in the abstract. There is enough

space for them in the following parts of the article.
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Abstract

Example:

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893
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Keywords

Basic tips:

• most journals require 5 to 12 keywords,

• sometimes you have to select keywords from the journal's list,

• a keyword can consist of many words,

• keywords should contain all relevant terms

from the title and abstract,

• best keywords are 1-3 words long.
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Introduction

Basic tips:

• presenting the goals of the work,

• presenting research hypotheses and the subject of research,

• describing the research approach and perspective,

• motivating what the results will bring to learning,

• answers to the questions: What did we research? Why is the

undertaken research problem important? What did we know

about this problem before we undertook the research? How

did our research broaden our understanding of the problem ?
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Literature review

Basic tips:

• presentation of the theoretical background,

• recalling the most important similar works,

• n should focus on texts published in the best magazines,

• n should refer to "primary literature" ( original research

papers + review articles) and not to textbooks .
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Literature review

Examples:

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893
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Literature review

Source: https://www.nature.com/news/unusual-reference-attracts-notoriety-1.16364

Examples:
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Materials and methods

Basic tips:

• detailed description of the materials used,

• a detailed description of the methods used,

• description of procedures enabling other researchers to

repeat research (experimental , survey, etc. )

• description of the material collection procedure,

• description of the search criteria ,

• description of reagents,

• o writing of the control group (groups of people, etc.)
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Materials and methods

Example:

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893
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Materials and methods

Example:
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The results

Basic tips:

• objectively showing - as far as possible - the key results, but

without interpreting them,

• showing what results have been achieved,

• The obtained results should be divided according to the data

sets (e.g. if we analyzed interviews and surveys, we must

discuss them separately ).
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The results

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893

Example:
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Discussion

Basic tips:

• you can present rules, dependencies, generalizations,

• highlight exceptions to the rule and unexplored areas,

• show what the obtained results mean and why they are

important,

• what has been found new in the research?

• What did others know and what do we know?
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Discussion

Basic tips:

• What are the similarities and differences in the obtained

results?

• what conclusions can be drawn from this?

• what are our further research plans?

• Did the obtained results confirm the hypothesis from the

introduction?
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Discussion

Examples:

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893
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Example:

Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/9/893

Discussion
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Acknowledgments

Basic tips :

• A "thank you" is a formal statement in which we thank but -

most of all - acknowledge someone's "contribution",

• You should not be thanking for things not directly related to

research,

• Includes simple thanks, and not paying homage or dedicating

your work to "mom, dad, wife and brother ",

• Thank you by indicating only the name and surname, without

specifying the titles and positions.
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Acknowledgments

Who do we thank:

• people who gave us scientific guidance, led us in our

arguments,

• at discussion participants,

• people who commented on the draft versions of our text,

• people who provided the samples,

• students and assistants who assisted in research,

• technical staff ,

• and grant institutions. We provide: the name of the financing

institution, the name of the grant, and the contract number .
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Acknowledgments

Example:

Source: https : //www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0958946504000459
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Preparation of the publication for sending

• It is worth carrying out automatic corrections in text editors,

• Always work in a team in which each of the authors reads the 
work in turn linguistically,

• Language courses for PhD students,

• Learning by example, i.e. by reading other works,

• Professional correction (paid):

– Dedicated foreign companies, incl. recommended by 
publishing houses,

– Polish companies dealing with linguistic proofreading,

– Freelancers (abroad, Poland) recommended by people from 
the industry.
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Final tips

• It is essential to ensure an attractive title that matches the content of 
the work,

• Precise abstract,

• In the introduction, a detailed description of what is the main 
achievement of the work, eg "The main contribution of this paper is",

• Detailed description of what is the main novelty of the work in 
relation to previous work on a given topic , e.g. "The main novelty of 
this paper is",

• An interesting and coherent "story" presented in the work,

• The content of the work, appropriate division into chapters,

• Linguistic quality,

• Good quality drawings illustrating the most important elements,

• Clear conclusions resulting from the presented results.
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Tasks to be performed for the next class

1. Present the best scientific article you have read so far and justify why 
this article is the best.

2. Present the worst scientific article you have read so far and argue 
why this article is the worst.
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MEiN list of scientific articles

https://www.gov.pl/web/edukacja-i-nauka/nowy-rozszerzone-wykaz-czasopism-naukowych-i-
recenzowane-materialow-z-konferencji-
miedzynarodowych?fbclid=IwAR3b33CzC9TJMn5xUwktpGWzH9iiBRLHEzFKsQUlsvey-lBRLHEzFKs
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MEiN list of scientific articles
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Review process in a scientific journal

Initial 
evaluation 

by the Editor
• Editor rejects ~ 50%

Editor's first 
decision

• Review process (usually 2-4 
reviews),

• Possible Editor 

Editor's final 
decision

•Editor 

rejects

~ 50%
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Speed of the review process
• Have works similar to our scientific article appeared in the selected 

journal in recent years?

• What was the waiting time for the publication of a scientific article 
in the journal of our choice?

Source: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0024379508002450



• Final recommendation ( recommendation to the editor ):

– Accept without revision

– Accept after minor revision

– Major revisions neccesary

– Reject

• Descriptive evaluation

• Review form
Please rate the manuscript with respect to the following items:

(Place an X on the line in front of your rating .)

1. TECHNICAL CORRECTNESS

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

2. NOVELTY / ORIGINALITY

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

3. REFERENCE TO PRIOR WORK

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

40

Typical review form



4 . QUALITY OF ART

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

5. QUALITY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

6. APPROPRIATENESS TO JOURNAL

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

7. IMPORTANCE TO THE FIELD

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

8. ORGANIZATION AND CLARITY

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

9. LENGTH

__ Excellent __ Good __ Acceptable __ Fair __ Very Poor

Please note that your recommendation and reviewer report are expected to cover the Highlights and 
Graphical Abstract if submitted with the manuscript .

10. ADDITIONAL CONFIDENTIAL COMMENTS TO THE EDITOR:

(Please use this space for any confidential comments that should NOT be forwarded to the author.)
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Typical review form



• The reviewer is always right,

• Thoroughly analyze the comments from the reviews,

• Include as many comments as possible in the revised version 
of the work,

• In the corrected work, mark the changed and new fragments 
with a color,

• In response to the reviews, refer to each critical remark 
contained in the review:

– Describe implemented changes in work,

– If the comment was not taken into account (we do not 
agree with it), justify why we do not agree, including by 
citing other works.
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Responses to reviews



• " We sincerely appreciate the reviewers for their time and 
valuable comments. Their comments and remarks have been 
considered carefully while revising our submission. We have 
addressed each of the reviewers' comments and concerns 
individually in the following text, and have been as detailed as 
possible in each response ”,

• " We agree with this remark "

• "We are very grateful for the reviewer for the suggestion ",

• “ This is a very interesting issue and we thank the reviewer for 
the comment ",

• “ After much deliberation, we agree completely, and we 
would like to thank again the reviewer for this 
recommendation ",

• " We thank the Reviewer for raising this point ."
43

Sample responses to reviews
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Speed of the review process

Cement and Concrete Composites (Elsevier) – 200 MEiN points:

First Editor's decision

~ 7.9 weeks

Final Editor's decision

~ 10.9 weeks
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Success rate

Cement and Concrete Composites (Elsevier) – 200 MEiN points:

~ 380 articles published in 2021, Impact Factor = 9.93

Success rate ~ 20%
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Speed of the review process

Advances in Engineering Software (Elsevier) – 140 MEiN points:

First Editor's decision

~ 2.5 weeks

Final Editor's decision

~ 2.9 weeks
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Success rate

Advances in Engineering Software (Elsevier) - 140 MEiN points:

~ 32 articles published in 2021, Impact Factor = 4.25

Success rate ~ 3%
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Speed of the review process

Construction and Building Materials (Elsevier) - 140 MEiN points:

First Editor's decision

~ 5.3 weeks

Final Editor's decision

~ 9 weeks
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Success rate

Construction and Building Materials (Elsevier) - 140 MEiN points:

~ 3,512 published articles in 2021, Impact Factor = 7.69

Success rate ~ 29%
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Tasks to be performed for the next class

1. Analyze the speed of the review process and the position on the list 
of the Ministry of Higher Education in selected 10 scientific journals 
in your field.

2. Select 3 scientific journals in your field with the fastest review 
process and the highest number of points from the Ministry of 
Higher Education.

Additional tasks for a higher grade:

Send your article to 1 of 3 selected scientific journals. Discuss the 
review process and your experiences.


